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Abstract
With rates of psychiatric illnesses such as depression continuing to rise, additional
preclinical models are needed to facilitate translational neuroscience research. In the
current study, the raccoon (Procyon lotor) was investigated due to its similarities with
primate brains, including comparable proportional neuronal densities, cortical magnification of the forepaw area, and cortical gyrification. Specifically, we report on the
cytoarchitectural characteristics of raccoons profiled as high, intermediate, or low
solvers in a multiaccess problem-solving task. Isotropic fractionation indicated that
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high-solvers had significantly more cells in the hippocampus (HC) than the other solv-
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ing groups; further, a nonsignificant trend suggested that this increase in cell profile
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density was due to increased nonneuronal (e.g., glial) cells. Group differences were
not observed in the cellular density of the somatosensory cortex. Thionin-based
staining confirmed the presence of von Economo neurons (VENs) in the frontoinsular
cortex, although no impact of solving ability on VEN cell profile density levels was
observed. Elongated fusiform cells were quantified in the HC dentate gyrus where
high-solvers were observed to have higher levels of this cell type than the other solving groups. In sum, the current findings suggest that varying cytoarchitectural pheno-
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types contribute to cognitive flexibility. Additional research is necessary to determine
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the translational value of cytoarchitectural distribution patterns on adaptive behav-
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

et al., 2014), the raccoon (Procyon lotor), a species virtually ubiquitous in North America, offers potential as an informative transla-

Given the current challenges associated with the identification of

tional model for primate brains (Hamir, 2011). Specifically, primates

appropriate preclinical models for psychiatric illnesses (Denayer

and raccoons share similar cortical neuron density profiles, a high

J Comp Neurol. 2021;529:3375–3388.
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degree of cortical gyrification, and corresponding cortical magnifica-

immunohistological analyses confirmed these distinctive cell types in

tion of forepaw/hand areas (Jardim-Messeder et al., 2017;

Layer Vb of the human anterior cingulate cortex (Nimchinsky

Krubitzer, 2007; Pubols et al., 1965). Anecdotally known for their

et al., 1995). Initial comparative analyses suggested that the cells were

intelligence and advanced problem-solving abilities (Zeveloff, 2002),

unique to humans and great apes, with higher VEN densities in human

raccoons appear to also share behavioral and cognitive characteris-

primates (Allman et al., 2011; Nimchinsky et al., 1999). Subsequent

tics such as cognitive flexibility with humans and other primates.

research, however, has confirmed the presence of VENs in other

Their behavioral adaptability is evident by their infiltration of a wide

mammalian species including cows, sheep, deer, horses, pigs, Nile hip-

variety of habitats including areas with vastly different temperature

popotami, elephants, macaques, and whales (Butti et al., 2013; Butti

ranges, levels of urbanization, vegetation, and elevation (Gienapp

et al., 2014; Butti et al., 2015; Evrard et al., 2012; Hakeem

et al., 2008).

et al., 2009; Hof & Van Der Gucht, 2007; Raghanti et al., 2015;

Although the natural history, anatomy, and roles of disease trans-

Raghanti et al., 2019), as well as in avian species (i.e., parrots

mission of the Northern raccoon have been thoroughly investigated

(Shubha & Suchi, 2017)). It has been proposed that the VENs arose

(Hirsch et al., 2013; Iwaniuk & Whishaw, 1999; MacClintock, 2002;

independently in cetaceans, elephants, and hominids and may be nec-

Prange et al., 2004), few studies have systematically explored cogni-

essary to overcome the geometric challenges associated with rapid

tive and behavioral strategies in these animals. Early 20th century

neural processing in large brains, especially considering that VENs are

studies patterned after experimental psychologist Edward Thorndike's

not reliably present in the elephant's closest living relative that is com-

puzzle box approach suggested that raccoons were curious and inno-

paratively much smaller, the rock hyrax (Hakeem et al., 2009; Raghanti

vative, with their putative intelligence level on a “higher-order” than

et al., 2015).

cats and dogs and more in line with nonhuman primates (Cole, 1907;

Characterized as fast projecting cells, VENs in the insular area are

Davis, 1907). Subsequent research provided evidence that raccoons

speculated to be associated with interoception, emotional processing,

retained information in a delayed reaction task more efficiently than

and task-directed responses (Seeley et al., 2006; Ibegbu et al., 2015).

dogs and rats (Hunter, 1913; Hunter, 1915). After this time, however,

Hominoid VENs exhibit immunoreactivity to proteins such as interleu-

rats ascended to the research scene in psychology laboratories, as

kin 4 receptor, neuromedin B, and activating-transcription factor

well as other biomedical laboratories, diminishing interest in the rac-

3 (Sherwood et al., 2006; Stimpson et al., 2011). In unpublished find-

coon as a viable research model for cognitive functions (Lambert

ings in our laboratory, a stereological investigation of three wild adult

et al., 2019; Pettit, 2010). After nearly a century-long hiatus from

raccoon brains confirmed the presence of VENs in the FI (see

research focused on raccoon cognition and neurobiological functions,

Figure 1). The percentage of VENs in raccoons was observed to be

more recent studies have corroborated earlier conclusions about their

approximately 6% of the neuronal cellular population, compared to

unique problem-solving abilities. Specifically, when presented with an

previously reported 11% in the human anterior insular cortex and

Aesop's Fable type of task designed to assess an understanding of

8 and 5% in the cow and horse, respectively (Raghanti et al., 2015). In

water displacement, raccoons used innovative approaches to solving

this initial unpublished analysis, VENs were not observed in the rac-

the task such as using their bodies to upend the apparatus as opposed

coon ACC as they have been observed in other species, a finding that

to the more predictable strategy of adjusting the water level with stra-

deserves further investigation.

tegic pebble placement (Stanton et al., 2020). When exposed to multi-

Morphologically, VENs are defined by their thin, elongated cell

access puzzle boxes similar to the initial laboratory problem-solving

body and long dendrites projecting from apical and basal neural pro-

assessments of raccoons, both success and innovation were observed,

cesses (Correa-Júnior et al., 2020). They are often found in proxim-

as well as pronounced individual differences (Daniels et al., 2019).

ity to large neurons with a bifurcated apical dendrite known as fork

Cognitive flexibility of raccoons was recently assessed in a reversal-

cells (Dijkstra et al., 2018; Raghanti et al., 2015). Once thought to be

learning task and the animals exhibited rapid associative learning by

specific to large-brained animals exhibiting complex social-cognitive

successfully completing reversals with observed trends in improve-

behavior (e.g., hominoid primates and cetaceans), as previously men-

ment over time (Stanton et al., 2020). Interestingly, in a task requiring

tioned, VENs have been observed in perissodactyls, artiodactyls,

the use of a stick to push desired food through a pipe, wild raccoons

afrotherians, and other primates (Raghanti et al., 2015). Although

exhibited a dependence on olfaction and somatosensory exploration

the existence of VENs in such diverse species supports the sugges-

instead of manipulating the stick to obtain the food reward

tion that VENs are the result of convergent evolutionary processes

(Morton, 2020).

facilitating varying adaptive specializations, it is also a possibility

A potential underlying neural mechanism of the observed cogni-

that VENs are associated with the mechanical challenges associated

tive efficacy of raccoons in natural habitats is the presence and distri-

with larger, gyrencephalic brains. Consequently, more research is

bution of von Economo neurons (VENs). Although previously

necessary to elucidate evolutionary adaptations associated with

 n y Cajal, Condescribed by neuroanatomists including Santiago Ramo

these neurons.

stantin von Economo provided a thorough description of these rod

Another likely neuroanatomical determinant of problem-solving

and corkscrew-shaped neurons and their typical locations in anterior

abilities of raccoons is the neurophysiological processing of the hippo-

cingulate and frontoinsular (FI) cortical areas (von Economo, 1926; as

campus (HC), a brain structure known for its role in cognitive and

described in Allman et al., 2010). Subsequent computer-assisted and

emotional processing (Bird & Burgess, 2008; Hartley et al., 2007;
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F I G U R E 1 Representative images of neuroanatomical characteristics in the raccoon. Cortical gyrification is observed in the intact raccoon
brain (a) and in an anterior coronal thionin-stained section, the frontoinsula region (b) is identified (dashed circles). A few representative von
Economo neurons are identified in the frontoinsular cortical region (c) at 5 (left) 40 (right) magnification [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Maguire et al., 2003; Tyng et al., 2017). Activation of the HC in

the distribution of specific cellular phenotypes may translate to neural

humans, especially in the right hemisphere, has been implicated

efficiency and cognitive variations.

in insight learning related to unique problem-solving tasks (Luo &

In the current study, we explored potential neuroanatomical

Niki, 2003). Hippocampal volume has been associated with enhanced

determinants of problem-solving ability in wild-caught, captive rac-

spatial abilities related to foraging in rodents, caching and spatial

coons assessed behaviorally in a previously published study (see

memory in birds, and navigational skills in London taxi drivers (Krebs

Daniels et al., 2019). After the animals were profiled into high, inter-

et al., 1989; Pravosudov & Clayton, 2002; Maguire et al., 2006). Also

mediate, and low problem-solving ability categories, the number of

critical for learning processes, the HC serves as a hub for neuro-

neural cells (neurons and nonneurons) in the HC and somatosensory

plasticity with neural circuits exhibiting the ability to modify functional

cortex (SSCX; a cortical area associated with forepaw use in the rac-

capabilities quite rapidly for long-term periods (Lynch et al., 1978).

coon; Krubitzer, 2007) was determined using isotropic fractionation

The dentate gyrus, embedded in the HC, is recognized as a neuro-

(IF; Herculano-Houzel & Lent, 2005). Further, to determine cellular

genic zone, producing new neurons throughout an animal's life

phenotypes in the HC and FI cortex, thionin-based histological assess-

(Kempermann and Gage, 1999; Kempermann, 2002) that contribute

ments were conducted to determine the presence of VENs and non-

to the malleability of the brain's synaptic wiring and functional adap-

VENs (i.e., glial cells and other neurons) in the FI cortex for the three

tations (Citri et al., 2008). Within the dentate gyrus, the hilar area

groups of animals. It was hypothesized that high-performing raccoons

has been associated with the identification of relevant changes in

would have altered distributions of hippocampal cells, as well as a

external stimuli (i.e., pattern separation), an important element of

higher number of VENs in the FI cortex, than the other groups.

effective cognitive strategies (Myers & Scharfman, 2009; Yassa &

Although the SSCX was hypothesized to play an integral role in inter-

Stark, 2011).

acting with the task, this area was not hypothesized to be directly

The distributions of different cellular phenotypes within the cortex and HC (e.g., percentages of various glial and neuronal cells) may

implicated in cognitive flexibility; consequently, no cellular differences
were hypothesized across the problem-solving groups.

also be important contributors to cognitive abilities (Dallérac &
Rouach, 2016). Glial to neuronal ratios, for example, have been
explored across species with interesting results suggesting that

2

M A T E R I A L S A N D M ET H O D S

|

increased glial cell densities do not appear to be dependent on
increased metabolic needs for neurons (Herculano-Houzel, 2011;

2.1

|

Animals

Herculano-Houzel, 2014), opening the possibility for alternative interpretations such as an impact on synaptic processes or cognitive abili-

Eighteen wild raccoons (P. lotor) were live-trapped in Larimer County,

ties (Vasile et al., 2017). In primate investigations, humans have been

CO, near the National Wildlife Research Center (NWRC). The animals

shown to have higher glial to neuron ratios in the dorsolateral prefron-

were maintained in captivity for up to 2 years prior to behavioral

tal cortex compared to 18 species of anthropoids (Sherwood

assessments. One female gave birth while housed at the NWRC. Two

et al., 2006). Focusing on astrocytes' influence on neuronal functions,

of the offspring were included in the behavioral study, bringing the

these specific glial cells are known to fully participate in neural pro-

subject total to 20 raccoons (male N = 8; female N = 12; estimated

cesses and have been implicated in facilitating the integration of neu-

average age = 2.9 years, estimated age range 2–5 years). All raccoons

ral networks (Poskanzer & Yuste, 2016; Santello et al., 2019). Thus,

were individually housed in an outdoor enclosure (3  3  2.5 m).
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The study was approved by the Animal Review Board at the USDA

least three times to move on to the next night of testing. On the third

NWRC (QA-2492).

and final night of testing, successful individuals were presented with

As described in a previous publication (Daniels et al., 2019), these

the puzzle box with the two previously opened solution types locked

animals were assessed for cognitive flexibility using a multiaccess

and one remaining solution type unlocked and available. Those rac-

problem-solving box prior to the histological analysis in the current

coons that solved one or two solution types were labeled intermediate

study to explore neural contributions to problem-solving abilities in

solvers (n = 5). In this study, there were no raccoons that only solved

this species Briefly, each raccoon was presented with a puzzle box

one solution type, so all of the intermediate solvers opened two solu-

apparatus containing a food reward (see Figure 2 for graphic descrip-

tion types. Finally, the raccoons that successfully solved all three solu-

tion of this task). The puzzle box could be opened via three solution

tion types three times each were labeled high-solvers (n = 7), as they

types: a window, a side latch, and a door. To move forward in the tri-

were representative of the most cognitively flexible animals. Due to

als, the animal had to successfully open a solution type and retrieve

tissue loss in the preparation and processing of the brains, two were

the reward three times. Raccoons that failed to do so were recorded

not suitable for further processing, leading to lower numbers than

as nonsolvers (n = 6) and further testing ceased. Raccoons that suc-

used for the behavioral assessment. As previously mentioned, the full

cessfully solved the same solution three times were tested on subse-

behavioral results are reported as a separate manuscript (see Daniels

quent nights, with the initial preferred access method locked. The

et al., 2019). Following the completion of additional in vivo studies

puzzle box was presented again but with only two remaining solution

approved at the NWRC and at the time of tissue sampling for those

types unlocked and available. The same procedure was followed

studies, the animals were humanely euthanized by inducing anesthesia

where animals needed to solve one of the remaining solution types at

with 5% isoflurane at 5 L/min, followed by an intermuscular injection

F I G U R E 2 Representation of the puzzle box behavioral task to assess cognitive flexibility. Raccoons were introduced to the puzzle box
apparatus containing a food reward inside, obscured by three different locking mechanisms, each one outfitted on a different access window.
After raccoons demonstrated they could obtain the reward via one locking mechanism on three independent trials, the initial locking option was
locked to force the animal to solve a second locking mechanism, and subsequently, a third locking mechanism. Nonsolvers included animals that
did not successfully access the reward through any of the available windows on first exposure, and were not allowed to advance in the task.
Intermediates included animals that solved up to two of the three access mechanisms correctly, and solvers (also referred to as high-solvers)
included animals that successfully opened all three locking mechanisms, three times each (see Daniels et al., 2019) [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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of ketamine-xylazine mix (10 mg/kg ketamine [100 mg/ml, Zetamine,

of interest (ROI) was sectioned into small pieces of tissue comprised

VetOne, Boise, Idaho] and 2 mg/kg xylazine [100 mg/ml, XylaMed,

of all gray and white matter and placed in a handheld glass Dounce

VetOne]) and then a 2–4 ml cardiac injection of pentobarbital and

40 ml homogenizer (Kontes Glass Co., Vineland, NJ). A minimum of

phenytoin sodium (Euthanasia Solution, VetOne).

1 ml chilled dissociation solution (40 mM sodium citrate and 1%
Triton-X100; Sigma Aldrich) per 100 mg of tissue was utilized for the
mechanical disruption process. Tissue pieces were ground until no

2.2

|

General histological procedures

longer visible, adding dissociation solution as needed, to ensure that a
sufficient nuclei suspension had been obtained. Following homogeni-

Intact brains postfixed in 4% paraformaldehyde were received in our labo-

zation, the suspension was poured into a graduated cylinder where

ratory and stored at 4 C. Once the brains were weighed, the dura mater

the fluorescent marker, 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride

was removed so they could be separated along the longitudinal fissure

(DAPI; Sigma Aldrich) (10 mg/ml), was added to visualize cell nuclei.

into the left and right hemispheres that were subsequently weighed once

The final volume was recorded before the homogenates were trans-

again. The right hemisphere was assigned to IF analyses and the left

ferred to a new conical tube, which was stored at 4 C and protected

hemisphere to thionin-based histological analyses. In a few cases, how-

from light. Because the brain sections were removed in their entirety,

ever, the right cortical tissue was slightly compromised with an occasional

including gray and white matter, cellular numbers were expected to

nick in the cortex, making it inappropriate for IF histology; in those cases,

be higher than previous reports exclusively using gray matter.

the left hemisphere was assigned to the IF group. For cryoprotection prior

To count total nuclei, 1 ml aliquots were homogenized using a hand-

to sectioning, the hemispheres dedicated to thionin-based histology were

held cordless Bel-Art homogenizer and a clean plastic pestle (Cole-Par-

transferred to a series of 10, 20, and 30% sucrose solutions, with 1 week

mer, Vernon Hills, IL). A total of 10 μl was loaded onto a Neubauer

between each interval. The remaining hemisphere was maintained in 4%

chamber (i.e., hemocytometer) and placed under a Zeiss Axio microscope

paraformaldehyde and was further dissected and processed regionally for

for visualization. Nuclei were initially visualized under the DAPI filter at

IF assessment. All ingredients of the fixative solution were purchased

10 magnification for proper positioning, before moving to 40 for cou-

from Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO. The brains were coded to ensure

nting. Utilizing the centered 1  1 mm2 square etched into the hemocy-

experimenters were blind to the animal's group assignment based on the

tometer as the counting field, experimenters selected 10 of the
25 squares along an “X” pattern, summing the number of nuclei present

behavioral task described above.

in each small square, which each held a volume of 4 nl (Figure 3(b)). To
obtain a representative sample count, this process was repeated four

2.3

|

IF histological procedures

times. The cell counts were summed, averaged, and a coefficient of variation was calculated, which had to be lower than the 15% predetermined

The HC and SSCX from one hemisphere of each brain were carefully

criterion to be acceptable. The following equation was utilized to calculate

dissected from the tissue and processed for IF, a method used to

the total nuclei present in the original sample and, subsequently, extrapo-

determine cell density of specific brain areas (Herculano-Houzel &

late the cell count for the particular ROI from each animal:

Lent, 2005). For each dissected hemisphere, half of the HC was
removed in its entirety in the curved bean-shaped form of the hippocampal formation (CA fields and dentate gyrus), encapsulated in white

Average nuclei count  ð1,000,000=volume ½nl countedÞ
 total sample volume ðmlÞ

matter. The SSCX for that same hemisphere was collected by removing the entirety of the subcortical white and gray matter by peeling

Since the initial counts consisted only of DAPI-positive nuclei, a

the cortex from the striatum (Bandeira et al., 2009). Specifically, the

fluorescent molecule that binds to DNA regions rich with

SSCX was defined as the cortical area caudal to the sulcus cruciatus,

adenine-thymine interactions, there was no molecular differentiation

anterior to the sulcus ansatus, and dorsal to the sulcus sylvius

between neurons and nonneurons at this stage. To evaluate the neu-

(Herron, 1978; Krubitzer & Dooley, 2013; Schober, 1991; Welker &

ronal percentage present in each sample, an aliquot (1 ml) of homoge-

Seidenstein, 1959). Each targeted region was weighed (see Table 1 for

nates for each animal and ROI was co-stained for the neuronal

brain section weights for each group), then the entire dissected region

nuclear protein marker, NeuN, using a Cy3 labeled primary anti-NeuN

TABLE 1
weights

Hemisphere and brain area

Solver type

Hemisphere weight (g)

Hippocampus (mg)

Somatosensory cortex (g)

Nonsolver (N = 6)

19.18 ± 0.99

381.39 ± 100.87

5.32 ± 0.55a

Intermediate (N = 5)

19.16 ± 0.82

473.60 ± 120.99

4.56 ± 0.46

553.69 ± 116.48

5.22 ± 0.13a

Solver (N = 7)

18.52 ± 0.82

Note: Values represent averages ± SEM.
a
N - 1, value missing for one animal.

a
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F I G U R E 3 Isotropic fractionation. The somatosensory cortex (not shown) and hippocampus (a) were dissected from one hemisphere and
evaluated for cellular density using isotropic fractionation. Cells were stained with DAPI to visualize individual nuclei, then loaded onto a
hemocytometer and counted in an X pattern (b) under a light microscope to determine cell densities. Following 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
dihydrochloride (DAPI) counting, the cell homogenates were treated with anti-NeuN and visualized at 40, again on a hemocytometer, where all
cells in the 25  25 grid pattern were counted (c) and characterized as neuronal or nonneuronal. Cells visible under the DAPI channel (d) that
were also visible under the TRITC channel (e) were determined to be neurons, further confirmed by the merged image showing colocalization (f).
Cells that were only visible under the DAPI channel were characterized as nonneuronal [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

antibody, ABN78C3 [1:300] (Millipore Sigma, Burlington, MA). The ali-

total number of DAPI-stained nuclei, and multiplied by 100 to

quots were processed initially with an antigen-retrieval step (1 h at

determine the percent of neurons in the sample. See Figure 3 for



75 C in 0.2 M boric acid, pH 9) to improve access to available binding

IF procedures.

sites. Following the antigen retrieval step, the samples were stained
with anti-NeuN in PBS-BSA (5%) and incubated for 24–48 h at 4 C,
protected from light. The stained homogenates were then collected in

2.4

|

Thionin-staining histological procedures

a tabletop centrifuge (5 min, 1500g), the supernatant was decanted,
and the sample pellet was resuspended in up to 1 ml PBS and protec-

The FI cortex and the ventral HC from one hemisphere of each rac-

ted from light with foil.

coon brain were processed for morphological cellular analysis using

To determine the neuronal percentage, 10 μl samples were

thionin-stained sections. Because the anterior portion of the HC has a

loaded onto the hemocytometer and 100 nl volumes were counted

large ventral presence, similar to humans and foxes, thought to be due

until a minimum of 500 cells were identified under the DAPI filter

to the increased neocortical tissue (Kempermann, 2012), the ventral

(Figure 3(c)). Cy3 fluorescence (550 nm excitation, 570 nm

hippocampal area was investigated in the current study. Each hemi-

emission) was visualized under the standard TRITC filter. Photomi-

sphere was cryopreserved by transferring the tissue into 20% and

crographs of cell nuclei were captured under each filter to assess

then 30% sucrose prior to sectioning; subsequently, the tissue was

those that exhibited DAPI only, or DAPI and NeuN staining, using

blocked in appropriate sections to reveal the FI in one section and,

the Zeiss Zen software. Cell counts were determined by observers

more posterior, the HC section. Segments were mounted using Fisher

who were blind to group conditions; further, an interobserver reli-

Healthcare Tissue Plus O.C.T compound (Wilmington, MA), and

ability agreement threshold of 90% was established prior to cell

placed in an M525 Microm microtome cryostat (Thermo Fisher Scien-

quantification to assure that variation among observers did not

tific) at 20 C for 20 min, or until fully frozen, prior to sectioning. The

exceed 10%. The number of co-stained nuclei was divided by the

tissue was then sectioned at a thickness of 50 μm, thaw-mounted
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onto charged microscope slides (2  3 in) (Thermo Fisher Scientific),

When appropriate, Tukey's post hoc tests were performed to detect

and allowed to dry for 48 h before staining with thionin (0.1% dilu-

group differences (with an alpha value of .05). One histology assess-

tion) (Allied Chemical Corporation, Morristown, NJ) and coverslipping

ment did not include intermediate solvers due to tissue loss; in that

with permount (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA). To gen-

case, the two remaining groups were compared using Student's two-

erate average cell profile density measures for individual sampling

tailed t test, with an alpha value of .05. Descriptive statistics were cal-

areas, an average of three sections was quantified per animal for the

culated through SPSS or Excel. All data are shown as mean ± SEM for

HC samples. For the FI analysis, an average of nine brain sections was

each group unless otherwise noted. Graphs and figures were gener-

quantified per animal. The comparatively low number of HC sections

ated using GraphPad Prism software, version 6.0 and BioRender.com,

was due to more frequent tissue damage in this area compared to the

respectively.

FI sections, likely due to the postfixed, rather than perfused, tissue
used in this study. Tissue was imaged on a Zeiss Axioscope M.2 light
microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with Neu-

3

RE SU LT S

|

rolucida software version 2020 3.1 (Microbrightfield, Inc., Williston,
VT). The area of interest (either dentate gyrus of the HC or FI cortex)

3.1

|

IF-determined cell density

was first visualized at 5 magnification and, using consistent visual
landmarks, each area was marked with three (HC) or four (Layer V FI)

Based on prior evidence that raccoons exhibit cortical magnification

computer-generated markers to identify the specific counting loca-

of their forepaw/hand areas, we investigated the SSCX since it is an

tions within each region (see Figure 5). Once the targeted area was

area essential to interactions with physical stimuli but was not

identified at low magnification to assure consistent placement of the

expected to impact cognitive functions. High-solvers (xc =

software generated reference marker, the objective was then moved

270,594,097) did not differ from either intermediate solvers

to 40 magnification for quantification within a 200  300 μm2

(xc = 214,821,875) or nonsolvers (xc = 242,337,500) in total nuclei.

perimeter box. All visible neurons and glial cells were quantified using

Further, intermediates and nonsolvers were also not found to differ

this two-dimensional (2D) assessment. Considering the relatively large

from one another. Although no effect of task performance was

sampling window, consistent sampling locations, interobserver reliabil-

observed for total cell density in the SSCX, a significant overall effect

ity agreement thresholds set at 90%, and the ample distance between

was observed for the total HC nuclei and total nonneuronal HC nuclei

sections (150 μm) to avoid double counting cells, the 2D use of the x

(F(2,15) = 6.067, p = .0117, ηp2 = 0.447; F(2,14) = 3.847, p = .0466,

and y planes was determined to be appropriate to generate accurate

ηp2 = 0.355, respectively). Post hoc tests indicated that the high

estimates (Benes & Lange, 2001). In the FI, neurons were categorized

solvers had significantly more cells (xc = 51,472,917) than the non-

as VENs, (defined as an elongated bipolar cell body), forked cell (large

solver group (xc = 35,237,500; p = .012; see Figure 4(a)). A similar

cell

non-VENs

trend was observed for total cell count between high solvers and the

(e.g., pyramidal cells); glial cells were categorized using criteria previ-

intermediate group (xc = 39,017,500), but did not reach statistical sig-

body

with

bifurcating

apical

dendrite),

or

ously outlined (see Garcia-Cabezas et al., 2016). In the HC, the same

nificance (p = .0663). Additionally, high solvers were found to have

categories were used with the exception of the VEN category. Since

more nonneuronal nuclei on average (xc = 43,959, 439) compared to

to our knowledge VENs have not been identified in the HC of any

nonsolvers (xc = 31,523, 979) and intermediates (xc = 32,545,144);

species, fusiform cells were assessed due to their similar elongated

however, this observation is most accurately described as a nonsignifi-

phenotype as observed in the VENs (Dickerson et al., 2007;

cant trend since the post hoc tests failed to reach a statistically signifi-

Schwerdtfeger & Buhl, 1986). Within each thionin-stained section,

cant threshold for either comparison (p = .071 and p = .101,

average cell profile density levels were obtained by counting three

respectively; see Figure 4(b)). One intermediate solver could not be

ROI perimeter boxes per HC tissue section and four ROI boxes for

analyzed for NeuN staining due to poor sample quality. No group dif-

each FI tissue section. The average density counts for each ROI box in

ferences in NeuN+ cells were observed.

the targeted brain area was determined for each solving group and

For additional characterization of the brain areas used for the IF

subsequently used for further data analyses. See Figure 5 for consis-

analyses, a one-way ANOVA was used to determine differences

tent placement of sampling boxes for the thionin quantification

among hemisphere, HC, and somatosensory cortical weights. No sta-

procedures.

tistical differences were observed in these measures (see Table 1 for
group means for each brain area).

2.5

|

Statistical methods

In all comparisons of the three solving groups, data were assessed via

3.2 | Morphology-based cellular categories in
dentate gyrus and FI cortex

one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) assessments determining the
effects of three levels of task performance ability on the various

IF provides an accurate assessment of total regional cell counts, but it

cytoarchitectural measures in SPSS Statistics software, version 27.

does not provide specific information about morphological characteristics
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F I G U R E 4 Isotropic fractionation-based cellular profiles in the raccoon hippocampus. (a) High-problem solving raccoons (N = 7) were found
to have significantly higher total cell counts (i.e., nuclei) in the hippocampus compared to nonsolvers (N = 6) (*p = .0117) as determined by oneway analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey's post hoc tests. (b) Isotropic homogenates stained with anti-NeuN revealed a greater proportion
of nonneuronal cells present in high-problem solving raccoons following a one-way ANOVA (p = .0466), though post hoc tests failed to
demonstrate significant group differences (solvers vs. nonsolvers: p = .0706; solvers vs. intermediates: p = .1006) [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

of the cellular components in the brain. As previously described, to further

was not examined further in these thionin-based cytology assess-

investigate the cellular phenotypic distribution in the brains of these rac-

ments since differences were not observed following IF analysis and

coons, one hemisphere from each animal was devoted to cryopreserva-

VENs have not been observed in this area.

tion and sections containing either the FI cortex or HC were assessed for
the presence of neurons, nonneurons (i.e., glial cells), fork cells, or VENs
(FI)/fusiform cells (DG; see Figure 5). Thionin-stained tissue containing

4

|

DI SCU SSION

the FI cortex was unavailable for intermediate solvers; therefore, group
comparisons were between high solvers and nonsolvers only. In the FI

The findings of the current study provide insights into the neurobio-

cortex, high solvers had fewer average total cell density levels in the sam-

logical mechanisms of problem-solving abilities in raccoons. Corrobo-

pled visual fields; however, no statistically significant differences were

rating previous research emphasizing the influence of hippocampal

observed compared to nonsolvers (p = .2829; see Table 2). Further, no

plasticity in altered learning and memory outcomes (Guigueno &

significant differences were observed in nonneuron average counts

Sherry, 2017; Maguire et al., 2006; Sherry & Hoshooley, 2010;

(p = .1503; Welch's corrected t test used due to heterogeneity of vari-

Sobrero et al., 2016), hippocampal cellular counts were associated

ance for this measure). Fork neurons and von Economos were observed

with performance proficiency in the multiaccess problem-solving task.

throughout the FI in all problem-solving types (see Figure 6), yet no differ-

Specifically, the increased number of nonneuronal cells detected in

ences in cell profile density levels were detected among groups for total

the homogenized hippocampal tissue suggests that glial cells contrib-

VENs or fork neurons or for percentage levels of VENs or neurons

ute to behavioral outcomes in this particular task. As predicted, no dif-

(p > .05 in all comparisons; see Table 2). Although thionin-stained cell

ferences in cellular distributions among the three levels of

sampling via ROI cellular counts data fall short of the accuracy of a full

performance were observed in the SSCX. Focusing on neuronal

stereological analysis, the percent of VENs observed in the sampled FI

cytoarchitectural profiles in the thionin-stained tissue, the high-

areas of these raccoons (approximately 8%) was higher, yet similar to the

solving group had significantly more elongated fusiform cells in the

previous stereological assessment (6.33%) shown in Figure 1.

dentate gyrus. Further, the existence of VENs (determined via mor-

Cellular distribution was also assessed in the HC in thionin-

phology characteristics) in the FI cortex confirmed previous

stained sections; specifically, in the hilus of the dentate gyrus. Unlike

unpublished evidence of VENs in the raccoon. Differences in VEN

the FI cortex, tissue was available for all three solving groups. Focus-

counts in the FI, however, were not observed among the three solving

ing on total neuron and nonneuron averages, high solvers did not dif-

groups. To our knowledge, these results represent the first functional

fer significantly from either intermediates or nonsolvers; however,

neuroanatomical findings associated with cognitive ability in the

high solvers were found to contain higher numbers of fusiform-

raccoon.

shaped neuronal cells (xc = 1.42) in targeted sampled areas compared

As evident in their proficiency in obtaining anthropogenic sources

to intermediates (xc = 0.61, p = .0495) and nearly significantly more

of food in urban habitats (Prange et al., 2004), raccoons are known to

than nonsolvers (xc = 0.79, p = .0692; F(2,11) = 4.640, p = .035,

approach novel challenges in innovative ways (Daniels et al., 2019;

ηp2 = 0.458). See Figure 7 for graphs and representative photomicro-

Morton, 2020; Stanton et al., 2017). The reported problem-solving

graphs and Table 2 for relevant group averages. Note that the SSCX

flexibility in raccoons may be influenced by their primate-like cortical
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neuronal density (Herculano-Houzel et al., 2006; Jardim-Messeder

possesses approximately 32 million cortical neurons (Herculano-

et al., 2017). Raccoons have approximately 400 million cortical neu-

Houzel, 2009). Considering that humans possess approximately 16 bil-

rons, a significant increase from the rat preclinical model that

lion cortical neurons (Herculano-Houzel, 2009; Herculano-Houzel,
2012), the complexity of the raccoon's cerebral cortex, coupled with
the magnification of the forepaw/hand area, make it an attractive
model for translational neuroscience research.
Focusing on hippocampal cytological parameters determined by
IF, the high-performing raccoons possessed a higher number of nonneuronal cells than the lower performing animals. As observed with
neurons, glial complexity can contribute to neuroplasticity and adaptive behavioral outcomes (Hoogland & Parpura, 2015). The brain's glial
cells, including astrocytes, microglia, and oligodendroglia, differentially
contribute to neural functions (Fields et al., 2014). Myelination provided by oligodendroglia facilitate the velocity of neuronal conductance (Nave, 2010); astrocytes regulate local blood flow that
facilitates the movement of neurochemicals and nutrients to the neurons (MacVicar & Newman, 2015), and microglia maintain neural circuitry by surveying potential threats and influencing neuroplasticity
(Wake et al., 2013). Additional functional roles of astrocytes have
been identified in the facilitation of synaptic plasticity and regulation
of neuronal network oscillations processes that influence cognitive
functions (Santello et al., 2019). Thus, the increased number of glial
cells in the hippocampal area of the raccoons may have contributed to
the efficient problem-solving ability of the high-performing animals in
multiple ways. Caution should be taken when interpreting these findings; however, since specific glial markers were not used in the IF
assays. These findings are also limited by task exposure duration considering that the nonsolvers had less time interacting with the puzzle
box due to their dismissal from the trials after failing to solve the initial locking task panel. Subsequent investigations controlling for the
duration of task interactions would further clarify these initial findings
to discern predisposed versus training-induced influences on the hippocampal cellular counts.
Following the report of lower neuronal to glial ratios in specific
cortical areas of noted “genius” Albert Einstein, neuron to glia ratios
have also been associated with cognitive complexity (Diamond
et al., 1985; Tien et al., 2019). Now that it is known that glial cell den-

F I G U R E 5 Representative images and sampling locations for cell
counting in thionin-stained tissue. (a) The dentate gyrus (hilus) of the
hippocampus shown at 2.5, with numbers representing the three
sampling regions collected within each tissue section for each animal.
(b) The anterior frontoinsular region shown at 5, with numbers
outlining the four general sampling locations for all tissue sections
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 2

sity varies across different brain areas (Herculano-Houzel, 2014;
Herculano-Houzel et al., 2006), it is important to investigate the neuron vs. glial densities to learn more about its contribution to functional
output. For example, compared to other primates, a lower neuron to
glial ratio is observed in the human frontal cortex (Sherwood
et al., 2006). Even so, little evidence of function-related intraspecies

Cytoarchitecture analysis of sampled regions from the anterior frontoinsular region in raccoons
Fork neurons

% VENsa

% All neuronsb

Solver type

Nonneurons

Neuron total

VENs

Nonsolver (N = 5)

88.84 ± 8.17

34.11 ± 3.31

2.30 ± 0.62

0.26 ± 0.13

6.88 ± 1.80

27.75 ± 0.84

Solver (N = 7)

74.25 ± 1.96

30.55 ± 1.27

2.82 ± 0.36

0.18 ± 0.08

9.51 ± 1.62

29.12 ± 0.77

Note: Values (mean ± SEM) represent averages from the field of vision (200  300 μm), and are not cumulative counts.
Abbreviation: VEN, von Economo neuron.
a
% VEN represents the proportion of neurons characterized as VENs.
b
% All neurons represent the proportion of total cells that were characterized as VEN, fork, or pyramidal neurons.
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F I G U R E 6 Frontoinsular cellular phenotypes. Photomicrographs of thionin-stained cells imaged at 40, located in the frontoinsular region.
Among nonneurons and pyramidal neurons (a), the presence of both von Economo neurons (a,b) and fork neurons (a,c) were observed. White
arrows designate von Economo cells, and black arrows designate fork cells. All scale bars represent 30 μm. A summary of all other cellular
profiling measures can be found in Table 2 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F I G U R E 7 Fusiform cells in the raccoon dentate gyrus hilus. Representative photomicrographs of thionin-stained fusiform cells observed in
the hilus at 40 (a,b). These cells were found to be more prevalent in high-problem solving raccoons, compared to intermediate or nonsolving
raccoons (c). Significant differences were detected between solvers and intermediates via a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), with Tukey's
post hoc (*p = .0495). All other cell-profiling measures for the hippocampus cells can be found in Table 3. All scale bars represent 30 μm [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

neuron to glia ratio differences have been observed in preclinical

based estimations, additional histological analyses would be

models (Bardi et al., 2016). Although no differences in percentages

informative.

of neurons in sampled areas were observed in the hippocampal

Described as homologous to extratelencephalic excitatory

hilus or FI area in the current study, it is important to continue to

projecting neurons (Hodge et al., 2020), VENs may facilitate the rapid

investigate these cellular profiles in functional neuroscience explo-

processing of neural information in targeted brain areas (Hakeem

rations. Considering that the use of thionin-based morphology to

et al., 2009; Stimpson et al., 2011). In the neuron-dense human cortex,

identify nonneuronal cells such as glial cells (García-Cabezas

the connectomic hypothesis suggests that the presence of VENs leads

et al., 2016) is less reliable than more specific cellular profiling

to more rapid cellular projections among specialized neural modules

(e.g., neurochemical or transcriptomic markers) and stereological-

that facilitate sustained neural activation for advanced cognitive
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TABLE 3

Cytoarchitecture analysis of the hilus of the dentate gyrus region in raccoons
Nonneurons

Neuron total

Fusiform neurons

% Fusiform neuronsa

% All neuronsb

Nonsolver (N = 5)

120.0 ± 9.15

27.80 ± 3.41

0.71 ± 0.27

2.73 ± 0.52

18.74 ± 1.73

Intermediate (N = 4)

119.05 ± 5.17

27.09 ± 1.99

0.61 ± 0.17

2.31 ± 0.65

18.64 ± 1.43

29.60 ± 4.61

*

5.08 ± 0.61

21.93 ± 3.06

Solver type

Solver (N = 5)

105.6 ± 9.99

1.42 ± 0.15

Note: Values (mean ± SEM) represent averages from the field of vision (200  300 μm), and are not cumulative counts.
% Fusiform neurons represent the proportion of neurons characterized as fusiform cells.
b
% Neurons represents the proportion of total cells that were characterized as either fusiform cells or other neurons.
a

functions—a neural model also referred to as the global neuronal

(Evrard, 2019). Further, VEN expression of FE2FZ and CTIP2, tran-

workspace (Mashour et al., 2020). Although no differences in number

scription factors known to regulate subcerebral projections, likely

of VENs in the FI were observed among the three groups of raccoons,

facilitate the linkage of cortical autonomic target sites to downstream

once again, VENs were confirmed to be present in the FI cortex. Con-

brainstem and spinal cord sites (Cobos & Seeley, 2015). Thus, com-

sidering the absence of these neurons in rodent models, this finding

pared to species with VENs in both the FI and ACC, unique VEN dis-

provides further support for the translational value of the raccoon

tributions in the raccoon may result in varied functional outcomes;

model. Even in the absence of differential contributions of VENs to

consequently, the specific distribution patterns on VENS should be

problem-solving ability, their presence provides potential insights into

more thoroughly investigated.

the cognitive abilities of raccoons. For example, the postnatal emer-

The convergence of findings in the current study suggests that

gence of VENs suggests that an animal's experiences, broadly defined,

the raccoon model is valuable for neuroscience research. Although

influence VEN development (Allman et al., 2011), providing evidence

housing raccoons in traditional laboratories is not a practical option, it

of their putative role in the formation of specialized neural circuits

is important to explore various field techniques that provide relevant

that facilitate an animal's unique and adaptive behavioral responses

neurobiological data in a diverse array of species to contribute to the

(Stimpson et al., 2011). Further, the fourfold increase of VENs in

growing body of rodent neurobiological findings. For example, the IF

“super-agers” who show little evidence of age-typical cognitive

technique provides an opportunity to investigate intraspecies cellular

decline provides evidence of the potential facilitatory role of VENs in

densities in post-fixed tissue extracted from wild-caught animals. Such

cognitive functions (Rogalski et al., 2013). Additionally, the increased

investigations will increase our knowledge of functional neuroscience

density of VENS in the crest, as opposed to the walls, in the human

influences (e.g., cellular profiles of animals with varying cognitive abili-

medial frontopolar cortex suggests that VENs may also serve a

ties) in animals living inside and outside of laboratory conditions. Fur-

mechanical

ther, the presence of VENs in the raccoon FI offers an opportunity to

function

in

cortical

gyrification

(Gonzalez-Acosta

et al., 2018).

explore how these rapidly processing neurons facilitate complex cog-

Considering the similarity between the morphology of VENs and

nitive functions. Considering that alterations in VEN populations have

bipolar fusiform cells, it is interesting that more fusiform cells were

been associated with several neuropsychiatric conditions including

observed in the dentate gyrus of the high-performing raccoons. Indi-

autism, schizophrenia, and dementia (Allman et al., 2005; Cauda

vidual differences in dentate gyrus cell numbers were also observed in

et al., 2014; Seeley et al., 2006), the translational value of preclinical

degus (Octodon degus), suggesting that this area is likely responsive to

models that possess these neuron types increases the likelihood of

individual environmental and social experiences (Sobrero et al., 2016).

identifying key mechanisms of these challenging and threatening con-

Additionally, bipolar fusiform cells increase processing speed within

ditions.

the HC and extrahippocampal areas in a similar, but less rapid, fashion

cytoarchitectural landscapes on behavioral outcomes will contribute

as the cortical VENs (Scharfman, 2011; Schwerdtfeger & Buhl, 1986).

valuable information to emerging neuroethological and psychiatric

In the absence of VENs in the ACC (as observed in previously

knowledge bases.

Additional

research

confirming

the

role

of

varied

unpublished findings in our laboratory), these subcortical fusiform
cells may facilitate emotional and cognitive processing in the raccoon.
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